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09.10.2015V4SL GREEN - ONE VANDERBILT   |   FIRESPRING

DESKTOP
1280px

VISION

Top nav is floating throughout the long scroll 
(i.e. “sticky nav”). 

Menu: current “chapter” highlighted

Share slideout: see pg 1a - 1

Get in touch form overlay: see pg. 1a - 2

Scroll indicator subtle bounce up or 
pulsating highlight (think Mac sleep mode 
light), inviting user to scroll further. 

The transition between screen views should 
be fade in/fade out, subtle. No jumps. Think 
NYTimes interactive story. 

At end of clip, scroll indicator appears 
(subtle fade in) indicating more 
content below. 
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SIMPLE, POWERFUL 
BRAND STATEMENT

Scroll

SHAREGET IN TOUCHOPPORTUNITYEXPERIENCELOCATIONDESIGNVISIONOne Vanderbilt

SIMPLE, POWERFUL 
BRAND STATEMENT

Scroll

CLOSE

SUBMIT

FIRST NAME*

ROLE

PHONE

LAST NAME*

E-MAIL*

MESSAGE

opt-in text

One Vanderbilt  

GET IN TOUCH

09.10.2015V4 DESKTOP

1280px

VISION - top nav open states 

pg.1a

1

Clicking on the share icon opens the social 
share + email options. The interaction is a 
slideout down from the icon. 

“Email” - link to primary email client?

Clicking on “get in touch” opens an overlay 
contact form. 

2



One Vanderbilt GET IN TOUCHWORKPLACELOCATIONDESIGNVISION

09.10.2015V4DESKTOP
1280px

DESIGN

Design is highlighted in the top nav

Scroll indicator subtle bounce up or 
pulsating highlight (think Mac sleep mode 
light), inviting user to scroll further.

The transition between screen views 
should be fade in/fade out, subtle. No 
jumps. Think NYTimes interactive story. 

User taps to toggle between images

If user doesn’t scroll up/down OR tap 
horizontally in (X) seconds, fade into 
the next png. 

Scroll indicator (bottom) subtle 
bounce up at the end of gallery, 
inviting user to scroll further

Scroll indicator appears at end of clip. 
Subtle bounce up or pulsating 
highlight (think Mac sleep mode light), 
inviting user to scroll further.

The transition between screen views 
should be fade in/fade out, subtle. No 
jumps. Think NYTimes interactive story. 

autoplay of design clip

Meet the Architect

SHAREGET IN TOUCHOPPORTUNITYEXPERIENCELOCATIONDESIGNVISIONOne Vanderbilt

BEGNNING OF 
DESIGN CHAPTER

Explore the design

SHAREGET IN TOUCHOPPORTUNITYEXPERIENCELOCATIONDESIGNVISIONOne Vanderbilt

SHAREGET IN TOUCHOPPORTUNITYEXPERIENCELOCATIONDESIGNVISIONOne Vanderbilt

pg. 2



One Vanderbilt GET IN TOUCHWORKPLACELOCATIONDESIGNVISION

09.10.2015V4DESKTOP
1280px

LOCATION

Location is highlighted in top nav

Scroll indicator subtle bounce up or 
pulsating highlight (think Mac sleep mode 
light), inviting user to scroll further.

The transition between screen views 
should be fade in/fade out, subtle. No 
jumps. Think NYTimes interactive story. 

User taps to toggle between images

If user doesn’t scroll up/down OR tap 
horizontally in (X) seconds, fade into 
the next png. 

Scroll indicator (bottom) subtle 
bounce up at the end of gallery, 
inviting user to scroll further

Explore experience section text

Explore the location

BEGINNING OF
LOCATION CHAPTER

SHAREGET IN TOUCHOPPORTUNITYEXPERIENCELOCATIONDESIGNVISIONOne Vanderbilt

SHAREGET IN TOUCHOPPORTUNITYEXPERIENCELOCATIONDESIGNVISIONOne Vanderbilt

pg. 3
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09.10.2015V4DESKTOP
1280px

EXPERIENCE

Experience is now highlighted in top nav

Scroll indicator subtle bounce up or 
pulsating highlight (think Mac sleep mode 
light), inviting user to scroll further.

The transition between screen views 
should be fade in/fade out, subtle. No 
jumps. Think NYTimes interactive story. 

User taps to toggle between images

If user doesn’t scroll up/down OR tap 
horizontally in (X) seconds, fade into 
the next png. 

Scroll indicator (bottom) subtle 
bounce up at the end of gallery, 
inviting user to scroll further

Scroll indicator appears at end of clip. 
Subtle bounce up or pulsating 
highlight (think Mac sleep mode light), 
inviting user to scroll further.

The transition between screen views 
should be fade in/fade out, subtle. No 
jumps. Think NYTimes interactive story. 

autoplay of workplace clip

text about next clip

text about experience 

BEGINNING OF 
EXPERIENCE CHAPTER

SHAREGET IN TOUCHOPPORTUNITYEXPERIENCELOCATIONDESIGNVISIONOne Vanderbilt

SHAREGET IN TOUCHOPPORTUNITYEXPERIENCELOCATIONDESIGNVISIONOne Vanderbilt

SHAREGET IN TOUCHOPPORTUNITYEXPERIENCELOCATIONDESIGNVISIONOne Vanderbilt

pg. 4 



09.10.2015V4DESKTOP

1280px

OPPORTUNITY

Get In Touch

  Podium 

  Premium 

  Executive 

  Penthouse 

1,500+ feet

65 floors

1.6m RSF

SHAREGET IN TOUCHOPPORTUNITYEXPERIENCELOCATIONDESIGNVISIONOne Vanderbilt

One Vanderbilt MENUSHARE

pg. 5 

penthouse floorplan here

Sample Floorplan

SHAREGET IN TOUCHOPPORTUNITYEXPERIENCELOCATIONDESIGNVISIONOne Vanderbilt

Get In Touch

  Podium 

  Premium 

  Executive 

  Penthouse 

Penthouse Section Stats

back to building stats

Opportunity is highlighted in top nav

Sectioning of OVA - could be a rendering or a 
photo png if an appropriate asset can be found. 

Different sections of the building light up on 
hover. Stat info (to the right) changes on hover. 

The user is able to click into each section of the 
building (penthouse to podium). 

Clicking in any section will produce 
information about that section of the 
building, including section statistics and a 
sample floorplan. IF multiple images are 
provided, the user is able to click through 
the gallery (side indicators appear). 

The user is able to maximize the floorplan to 
full screen by clicking on it, and is able to 
get out of the maximized state by clicking 
on “x” or “close” function. 

The user is able to get to the full building 
stats (original state) by clicking on “back to 
building stats” in the upper right. 

The user is able to switch between building 
sections by clicking on any other section. 

Visual guidance: the selected section and 
i ts corresponding name should be 
highlighted when clicked. 



09.10.2015V4DESKTOP
1280px

CONTACT/FOOTER

“Get in touch” CTA in top nav disappears 
when user is on this page. User uses the 
contact form to get in touch. If the user 
scrolls back up, the “Get in touch” 
CTA should appear (fade in?) in the top nav. 

Background recommendation (visual 
design): monotone (non-image), or a 
really muted (i.e. darkened/opaque) image 
with the building on the right side of the 
screen. Bigger emphasis on CTA (contact 
form) and easier legibility. 

Download: SL Green PDF materials (tbd)

Share: to user’s social channels + email. 
COOP to provide pre-filled text. Link to 
primary email client for email?

Legal is a link to legal text, including privacy 
policy and terms of use. 

CBRE
200 Park Avenue New York, NY 10166
[CBRE email address]
212-984-8000

DOWNLOAD LEGAL COPYRIGHTSHARE: 

SUBMIT

FIRST NAME*

ROLE

PHONE

LAST NAME*

E-MAIL*

MESSAGE

Text about the form
SL GREEN
420 Lexington Avenue New York, NY 10170
general.inquiries@slgreen.com
212-594-2700

opt-in text

SHAREOPPORTUNITYEXPERIENCELOCATIONDESIGNVISIONOne Vanderbilt

pg. 6 
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A transparent top “nav” bar. As the page 
loads, we see the loading movement left to 
r ight across the “nav” bar. “One 
Vanderbilt” highlights in a sequential 
manner to indicate page loading. The top 
nav is stick throughout the long scroll 
experience. 

Share, and get-in-touch functionality see 
pg - 1a in desktop wireframes. Menu see 
screen 2.

The film botton is a link to edit of brand 
film streamed via Vimeo Pro. We’ll default 
to a landscape view initially - even if tablet 
is in portrait mode. The user is able to get 
out from landscape by clicking minimize 
on the player window or the back button 
on some android phones (outside 
interactions).

The background is either a PNG or a PNG 
Sequence that adheres to the performance 
budget. UX recommendation: png still. 

TABLET - Landscape
768px

VISION

pg. 1

SIMPLE, POWERFUL 
BRAND STATEMENT

FILM

One Vanderbilt GET IN TOUCHMENU SHARE

X

SIMPLE, POWERFUL 
BRAND STATEMENT

FILM

SHAREGET IN TOUCHOPPORTUNITYEXPERIENCELOCATIONDESIGNVISIONOne Vanderbilt

2

1

Top Menu Open



09.10.2015V4TABLET
768px

DESIGN

This section is a revolving carousel 
of pngs (swipe left/right). 

Could be either a PNG or a PNG 
S e q u e n c e t h a t a d h e r e s t o t h e 
performance budget. (TBD depending on 
load time). 

UX recommendation: use regular stills

Depending on the final assets chosen, 
there may be a link to video (streamed 
through Vimeo Pro) on any one of the 
photos in the carousel. 

pg. 2

BEGINNING OF 
DESIGN CHAPTER

One Vanderbilt GET IN TOUCHMENU SHARE



09.10.2015V4TABLET
768px

LOCATION

This section is a revolving carousel of 
pngs (swipe left/right). 

Could be either a PNG or a PNG Sequence 
that adheres to the performance 
budget. (TBD depending on load time). 

UX recommendation: use regular stills

Depending on the final assets chosen, 
there may be a link to video (streamed 
through Vimeo Pro) on any one of the 
photos in the carousel. 

pg. 3

BEGINNING OF 
LOCATION CHAPTER

One Vanderbilt GET IN TOUCHMENU SHARE



09.10.2015V4TABLET
768px

EXPERIENCE

This section is a revolving carousel 
of pngs (swipe left/right). 

Could be either a PNG or a PNG 
Sequence tha t adhe res to t he 
performance budget. (TBD depending 
on load time). 

UX recommendation: use regular stills

Depending on the final assets chosen, 
there may be a link to video (streamed 
through Vimeo Pro) on any one of the 
photos in the carousel. 

pg. 4

BEGINNING OF 
EXPERIENCE CHAPTER

One Vanderbilt GET IN TOUCHMENU SHARE



09.10.2015V4TABLET

768px

OPPORTUNITY

pg. 5

  Podium 

  Premium 

  Executive 

  Penthouse 

1,500+ feet

65 floors

1.6m RSF

One Vanderbilt GET IN TOUCHMENU SHARE

One Vanderbilt GET IN TOUCHMENU SHARE

penthouse floorplan here

Sample Floorplan

  Podium 

  Premium 

  Executive 

  Penthouse 

Penthouse Section Stats: see notes

back to building stats

Sectioning of OVA - could be a rendering 
or a photo png if an appropriate asset can 
be found. No animation here. 

Stats to the right are full building stats. 
User needs to click into any building 
section to see per section stats.

The user is able to click into each section 
of the building (penthouse to podium). 

For portrait orientation see pg. 5b

Clicking in any section will produce 
information about that section of the 
building, including section statistics and a 
sample floorplan. 

The user is able to get to the full building 
stats (original state) by clicking on “back to 
building stats” in the upper right. 

Tapping on floorplan expands it full screen. 
“X” out of full screen - see pg 5a

The user is able to switch between building 
sections by clicking on any other section. 

Visual guidance: the selected section and 
i ts corresponding name should be 
highlighted when clicked. 



09.10.2015V4TABLET
768px

OPPORTUNITY maximized 
floorplan

pg. 5a

Type something

penthouse floorplan maximized

Sample Floorplan X



09.10.2015V4TABLET

768px

CONTACT/FOOTER

“Get in touch” CTA in top nav 
disappears when user is on this page. 
User uses the contact form to get in 
touch. If the user scrolls back up, the 
“Get in touch” CTA should appear 
(fade in?) in the top nav. 

Downloads is a link. If clicked, it will 
take the user to a separate page 
( o p e n a d i f f e r e n t t a b ? ) w i t h
downloads. Downloads TBD (teaser/
fact sheet, renderings, pages from
presentation deck). Same goes for
Legal.

Clicking on email (social share - 
bottom footer), the user is able to 
u t i l i z e t h e d e v i c e ’s e m a i l i n g  
functionality to email for further 
unquiry. 

For portrait orientation see pg. 6a

pg. 6

DOWNLOAD LEGAL COPYRIGHTSHARE: 

SUBMIT

FIRST NAME*

ROLE

PHONE

LAST NAME*

E-MAIL*

MESSAGE

opt-in text

Text about the form

SL Green
420 Lexington Avenue New York, NY 10170
general.inquiries@slgreen.com
212-594-2700

One Vanderbilt MENU SHARE

CBRE
200 Park Avenue New York, NY 10166
[CBRE email address]
212-984-8000



09.10.2015V4TABLET
768px

pg. 1a

SIMPLE, POWERFUL 
BRAND STATEMENT

One Vanderbilt

FILM

Get in Touch X

SUBMIT

FIRST NAME*

ROLE

PHONE

LAST NAME*

E-MAIL*

MESSAGE

opt-in text

SIMPLE, POWERFUL 
BRAND STATEMENT

One Vanderbilt

FILM

SIMPLE, POWERFUL 
BRAND STATEMENT

Film

One Vanderbilt

SHARE

X

VISION

DESIGN

LOCATION

EXPERIENCE

OPPORTUNITY

GET IN TOUCH

One Vanderbilt

Works the same way as phone portrait: see phone pg. 1

VISION - portrait

Menu

contact/get-in-touch CTA



09.10.2015V4 pg. 5b

Podium

Premium

Penthouse

Executive

65 Floors

1,500+ feet
1.6m RSF

TABLET

768px

OPPORTUNITY - portrait

Same functionality as phone - see phone pg. 5
One Vanderbilt Menu

contact/get-in-touch CTA
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DOWNLOAD LEGAL COPYRIGHTSHARE: 

SUBMIT

FIRST NAME*

ROLE

PHONE

LAST NAME*

E-MAIL*

MESSAGE

opt-in text

Text about the form

SL Green
420 Lexington Avenue New York, NY 10170
general.inquiries@slgreen.com
212-594-2700

CBRE
200 Park Avenue New York, NY 10166
[CBRE email address]
212-984-8000

One Vanderbilt MENU

TABLET 

768px

CONTACT/FOOTER - portrait

Same as landscape view: see pg 6



09.10.2015V4PHONE
320px

VISION

A transparent top “nav” bar. As the page loads, we see the 
loading movement left to right across the “nav” bar. 
“One Vanderbilt” highlights in a sequential manner to 
indicate page loading. The top nav is stick throughout 
the long scroll experience. 

Tapping on menu opens a full screen overlay (1a). 
Motion guidance: sliding from right. 

The main CTA icon “contact/“get in touch” opens a full 
overlay contact form (1b). Motion guidance: sliding 
from right. 

The film botton is a link to edit of brand film streamed via 
Vimeo Pro. We’ll default to a landscape view initially. The 
user is able to get out from landscape by clicking minimize 
on the player window or the back button on some android 
phones (outside interactions).

The background is either a PNG or a PNG Sequence 
that adheres to the performance budget. UX 
recommendation: png still. 

SIMPLE, POWERFUL 
BRAND STATEMENT

ONE VANDERBILT

FILM

SIMPLE, POWERFUL 
BRAND STATEMENT

Film

One Vanderbilt

SUBMIT

MESSAGE

ROLE

PHONE

EMAIL*

LAST NAME*

FIRST NAME*

GET IN TOUCH X

opt-in text

SIMPLE, POWERFUL 
BRAND STATEMENT

Film

One Vanderbilt

SHARE

X

VISION

DESIGN

LOCATION

EXPERIENCE

OPPORTUNITY

GET IN TOUCH

One Vanderbilt

1a
Get in touch 
overlay form

1b

pg. 1

Menu

contact/get-in-touch CTA

Clicking any menu 
item, the user gets 
to that section of 
the long scroll. 

“Ge t i n Touch” 
opens the overlay

Social share opens 
the standard social 
share permissions. 
Mail opens user’s 
default new email 
window. COOP will 
provide editable, 
pre-filled content.



09.10.2015V4PHONE
320px

DESIGN

This section is a revolving carousel of pngs (swipe 
left/right). 

Could be either a PNG or a PNG Sequence that 
adheres to the performance budget. (TBD depending 
on load time). 

UX recommendation: use regular stills

Depending on the final assets chosen, there may be a 
link to video (streamed through Vimeo Pro) on any one 
of the photos in the carousel. 

BEGINNING OF 
DESIGN CHAPTER

ONE VANDERBILT

pg 2

Menu

contact/get-in-touch CTA



09.10.2015V4PHONE
320px

LOCATION

This section is a revolving carousel of pngs (swipe left/
right). 

Could be either a PNG or a PNG Sequence that adheres 
to the performance budget. (TBD depending on load time). 

UX recommendation: use regular stills

Depending on the final assets chosen, there may be a link 
to video (streamed through Vimeo Pro) on any one of the 
photos in the carousel. 

BEGINNING OF 
LOCATION CHAPTER

ONE VANDERBILT

pg 3

Menu

contact/get-in-touch CTA



09.10.2015V4

This section is a revolving carousel of pngs (swipe left/right). 

Could be either a PNG or a PNG Sequence that adheres to 
the performance budget. (TBD depending on load time). 

UX recommendation: use regular stills

Depending on the final assets chosen, there may be a link to 
video (streamed through Vimeo Pro) on any one of the photos 
in the carousel. 

MOBILE

320px

EXPERIENCE

pg 4

BEGINNING OF 
EXPERIENCE CHAPTER

ONE VANDERBILT Menu

contact/get-in-touch CTA



09.10.2015V4MOBILE

OPPORTUNITY

pg 5

Podium

Premium

Penthouse

Executive

ONE VANDERBILT

65 Floors

1,500+ feet
1.6m RSF

Sample 
Floorplan

Sample 
Floorplan

Sample 
Floorplan

Sample 
Floorplan

ONE VANDERBILT

Floorplan Still
[section specific]

X

[Floorplan stats]

Section Title

1a

Menu

contact/get-in-touch CTA

Sectioning of OVA - could be a rendering or a photo png if 
an appropriate asset can be found. No animation here with 
the building. 

The user is able to click into each section of the building 
(penthouse to podium). Clicking in any section will produce 
a full screen overlay (1a). Overall building stats

A full screen overlay. 

“Section title” is a guidepost to the user as to which 
section h/she is in (penhouse - podium). 

[Floorplan stats] are statistics specific to this section of 
the building. 

“Floorplan still” is the sample floorplan for this section of 
the building. IF there are multiple assets, the user is able 
to swipe through and the photos indicator appears on 
the bottom. 

The user is able to get out of this overlay by clicking “X.”



09.10.2015SL GREEN - ONE VANDERBILT   |   CO-OP V4

CONTACT/FOOTER

PHONE
320px

LEGAL

DOWNLOADS

GET IN TOUCH

ONE VANDERBILT

[SL GREEN address/email/phone]

[CBRE address/email/phone]

pg 6

“Get in touch” CTA in top nav disappears when user is 
on this page. User uses the contact form to get in touch. 
If the user scrolls back up, the “Get in touch” CTA 
should appear (fade in?) in the top nav. 

“Get in touch” opens the contact form overlay.

Team Logos: SL Green (large), CBRE.

Downloads is a link. If clicked, it will take the user to a 
separate page (open a different tab?) with downloads. 
Downloads TBD (teaser/fact sheet, renderings, pages 
from presentation deck). Same goes for Legal.

Clicking on email (social share - bottom footer), the user 
is able to utilize the device’s emailing  functionality to 
email for further unquiry. 

Menu

SL GREEN logo

CBRE Logo



09.10.2015V4 pg. 1

One Vanderbilt GET IN TOUCH

More Coming Soon

Keyhole Animation w/ snorkle - 
COOP to provide guidance on 
asset. 

“More coming soon” fades in after 
animation is finished.

“Get in touch” opens overlay. 

TEASER SITE

DESKTOP
1280px

KEYHOLE ANIMATION W/ SNORKLE

SIMPLE, POWERFUL 
BRAND STATEMENT

Scroll

CLOSE

SUBMIT

FIRST NAME*

ROLE

PHONE

LAST NAME*

E-MAIL*

MESSAGE

opt-in text

One Vanderbilt  

GET IN TOUCH
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One Vanderbilt GET IN TOUCH

design png + text

One Vanderbilt GET IN TOUCH

location png + textLong scroll of 4 stills. 

TEASER SITE
PNG Stills 

DESKTOP
1280px

One Vanderbilt GET IN TOUCH

experience png + text

One Vanderbilt GET IN TOUCH

opportunity png + text
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CBRE
200 Park Avenue New York, NY 10166
[CBRE email address]
212-984-8000

opt-in text

LEGAL COPYRIGHTSHARE: 

SUBMIT

FIRST NAME*

ROLE

PHONE

LAST NAME*

E-MAIL*

MESSAGE

One Vanderbilt

SL GREEN
420 Lexington Avenue New York, NY 10170
general.inquiries@slgreen.com
212-594-2700

Text about the form

TEASER SITE

DESKTOP
1280px

Background recommendation (visual design): 
monotone (non-image), or a really muted (i.e. 
darkened/opaque) image with the building on 
the right side of the screen. Bigger emphasis 
on CTA (contact form) and easier legibility. 

Share: to user’s social channels + email. 
COOP to provide pre-filled text. Link to email 
client? 

Legal is a link to legal text, including privacy 
policy and terms of use. 



09.10.2015V4

TEASER SITE

TABLET
768px

Dev team please check whether proposed png 
sequence “ keyhole & snorkle” is adhering to 
the performance budget. If not, use a png still. 

“More coming soon” fades in after animation is 
finished. If no animation, then it should be on-
screen. 

Get in touch opens an overlay contact form - 
see desktop pg 1 for wireframe.

Portrait tablet orientation: see mobile 
wireframes.

One Vanderbilt GET IN TOUCH

KEYHOLE ANIMATION W/ SNORKLE

More Coming Soon

pg. 1
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TEASER SITE

TABLET
768px

One Vanderbilt GET IN TOUCH

design png + text

One Vanderbilt GET IN TOUCH

location png + text

One Vanderbilt GET IN TOUCH

experience png + text

One Vanderbilt GET IN TOUCH

opportunity png + text

Long scroll of 4 stills. 
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TEASER SITE

TABLET
768px

LEGAL COPYRIGHTSHARE: 

SUBMIT

FIRST NAME*

ROLE

PHONE

LAST NAME*

E-MAIL*

MESSAGE

opt-in text

Text about the form

SL Green
420 Lexington Avenue New York, NY 10170
general.inquiries@slgreen.com
212-594-2700

CBRE
200 Park Avenue New York, NY 10166
[CBRE email address]
212-984-8000

One Vanderbilt

More Coming Soon

Background recommendation (visual design): 
monotone (non-image), or a really muted (i.e. 
darkened/opaque) image with the building on 
the right side of the screen. Bigger emphasis 
on CTA (contact form) and easier legibility. 

Share: to user’s social channels + email. COOP 
to provide pre-filled text. Link to email client? 

Legal is a link to legal text, including privacy 
policy and terms of use. 






One Vanderbilt

MORE COMING SOON

09.10.2015V4 pg. 1

Dev team please check whether proposed 
png sequence “ keyhole & snorkle” is 
adhering to the performance budget. If not, 
use a png still. 

“More coming soon” fades in after animation 
is finished. If no animation, then it should 
always be on-screen. 

Get in touch CTA produces a slideout contact 
form (screen 1a)

Scroll to view further content. 

TEASER SITE

PHONE
320px

SIMPLE, POWERFUL 
BRAND STATEMENT

Film

One Vanderbilt

SUBMIT

MESSAGE

ROLE

PHONE

EMAIL*

LAST NAME*

FIRST NAME*

GET IN TOUCH X

opt-in text

1a1

get-in-touch CTA

1a



One Vanderbilt

Design png + text

09.10.2015V4 pg. 2

TEASER SITE

PHONE
320px

1a

One Vanderbilt

Location png + text

One Vanderbilt

Experience png + text

One Vanderbilt

Opportunity png + text

Long scroll of 4 stills. 



LEGAL

SHARE

One Vanderbilt

09.10.2015V4 pg. 3

Get in touch CTA produces a slideout contact 
form (screen 1a - pg 1)

Social media opens pre-defined permission 
flow. Mail icon opens user’s email. Pre-filled 
content for each channel to be provided by 
CO-OP. 

Email and phone number under team logos 
are linked to phone capabilities. 

TEASER SITE

PHONE
320px

[SL GREEN address/email/phone]

[CBRE address/email/phone]

SL GREEN logo

CBRE Logo

GET IN TOUCH
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